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Abstract

This paper introduces an efficient contact tracking pro-

cedure for the haptic rendering of contacts produced be-

tween simple convex polyhedral objects. The approach fol-

lowed is based on the task configuration space and uses

spatial and temporal coherence in order to be able to com-

ply to the hard temporal constraints of the haptic servo

loops. The use of the configuration space facilitates the

knowledge of the type of contacts that take place between

objects, allowing a better haptic rendering when face-face

or edge-face contacts occur.

1 Introduction

Humans can interact with virtual worlds through the

sense of touch by using haptic devices. The reaction forces

and torques fed back to the haptic device are computed

from the interference between the object attached to the

user-manipulated probe and the objects of the virtual en-

vironment. This process is known as haptic rendering and

must be carried out in less than one millisecond in order to

obtain a smooth and stable response [11].

Many algorithms for interference detection are based

on the local search of the contacting topological elements,

like Young et al. [6] that propose an incremental algorithm

based on the implicit, local construction of the Minkowski

sums and on an iterative optimization of the penetrating

distance value, or the approach of Johnson and Willem-

sen [5] that is based on a global search for local minimum

distances, that are later continuously updated by a local

tracking algorithm.

When several contacts take place simultaneously, the re-

action force and torque is usually computed in an approx-

imate way by the interpolation or the sum of the forces

computed at each contact point [3,11]. Alternatively, other
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approaches use approximate discretized representations of

the objects, like Garroway [2] that represents the manip-

ulated object as a set of points each one with an associ-

ated force vector dependant on its location with respect to

the obstacle, or McNeely et al. [8] that also discretize the

obstacles using an octree of regular small volumes called

voxels that allow to compute the penetrating volume.

For the haptic rendering of virtual assembly tasks be-

tween simple polyhedral objects, face-face contacts and

edge-face contacts are common and, moreover, compliant

motions are usually performed maintaining these types of

contacts. In these situations, the previous approaches do

not provide a good enough haptic rendering. A better hap-

tic rendering can then be achieved if the kind of contacts

that take place between the manipulated object and the ob-

stacles in the environment is taken into account, as pro-

posed by You and Xiao [13]. These authors compute the

reaction forces and torques once the contact situation has

been identified as a collection of principal contacts1. Con-

tact identification is done by using classical collision detec-

tion algorithms, reasoning procedures and a precomputed

graph of possible contact situations.

2 Haptic Rendering using C-space

The task configuration space (C-space) has been exten-

sively used in motion planning problems [7]. The C-space

explicitly captures the contact constraints (represented as

the border of the C-space obstacles) and the motion free-

dom of the mobile object (that is mapped to a point).

Therefore, the C-space can be a useful tool to know the

type of contacts that take place between the mobile object

and the obstacles in the workspace, and to use this informa-

tion for the computation of the reaction force and torque,

as suggested in [13]. Figure 1 shows the proposal of a hap-

tic rendering framework based on the task configuration

1A principal contact is a contact between a pair of topological ele-

ments (vertices, edges or faces) that are not the boundary of other topo-

logical elements in contact.
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Figure 1: Haptic rendering using C-space.

space, that was first explored in a preliminary version [12]

providing promising results.

The use of C-space also has other benefits. The visu-

alization of C-space, together with that of physical space,

may aid the user in performing the constrained motions in-

volved in low-clearance assembly tasks (e.g. [4] [9]). Also,

it allows the use of gross-motion planning techniques to

compute a force field to guide the user in performing the

virtual assembly task.

The disadvantage of using the C-space is the complex-

ity of its computation. Nevertheless, for haptic rendering

purposes, the C-space only needs to be computed locally.

This paper proposes an efficient procedure with that aim,

based on the tracking of the current contacts taking place

or of the nearest potential contacts (if no contact is taking

place). Convex polyhedra and the existence of spacial and

temporal coherence are assumed. The paper is structured

as follows. Section 3 introduces the C-space and its mod-

elling, which is the base of the contact tracking procedure

presented in Section 4. Section 5 sketches its use in the

haptic rendering loop and, finally, Section 6 concludes the

work.

3 Configuration Space

3.1 Definition

Let A and B be two polyhedra describing the manipu-

lated object and a static object, respectively. Let FA be ref-

erence frame attached to A and FW be the fixed reference

frame of the workspace. Let qA = (xA,ΘA) be a config-

uration of A, where xA and ΘA describe, respectively, the

position and the orientation of FA with respect to FW . Let

also qA0 = (xA
0 ,ΘA

0 ) be the current configuration of A.
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Figure 2: Subgraphs of the graph GAB that describes a

C-obstacle COB.

The Configuration Space (C-space) of A is the space de-

fined by all of its configurations. The subset of configura-

tions where there is interference between A and B is called

the C-obstacle COB. The border of COB is composed of

C-faces, each C-face being the subset of configurations of

a five-dimensional hyper-surface f(qA) = 0 where a given

basic contact takes place. There are three types of basic

contacts between A and B:

• Type-A: a face of A against a vertex of B.

• Type-B: a vertex of A against a face of B.

• Type-C: an edge of A against an edge of B.

For each type of basic contact, an applicability condition

can be defined to determine if for a given orientation of A
the contact can take place [1].

For orientation ΘA
0 , the subset of the C-faces corre-

sponding to the basic contacts that satisfy their applicabil-

ity condition are planar polygons over the corresponding

planes f(xA,ΘA
0 ) = 0. These are the faces of the 3D

polyhedron that represent the C-obstacle for that orienta-

tion ΘA
0 .

3.2 Modelling of C-obstacles

From now on let consider all polyhedra convex (i.e. if

polyhedra are non-convex they are previously decomposed

into convex ones). Then, the modelling of the (convex)

C-obstacles is done as follows.

Each C-obstacle COB will be represented as a graph,

GAB , that captures its topology. The nodes of GAB are

all the possible basic contacts between the topological ele-

ments of A and those of B, and its arcs show the neighbor-

ing relationship, as computed in the next subsection. The

neighbor nodes of a node of GAB are called G-neighbors.
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24 basic contacts that neighbor on (f1, V1) are (f2, V1),
(e1, E1) and (v3, F1).

The following subgraphs of GAB are defined (Fig-

ure 2):

• The subset of nodes of GAB corresponding to the set

of C-faces that are nearest to xA
0 form a subgraph

called near subgraph, GAB
Near (distance computation is

tackled in Section 3.4). Note that, since A and B are

convex, GAB
Near will contain only one node except for

the orientations where face-face contacts or edge-face

contacts are possible.

• The nodes of GAB
Near and their G-neighbors form a sub-

graph called neighbor subgraph, GAB
Neigh

• The nodes of GAB
Neigh whose distance to xA

0 is close to

the distance from GAB
Near to xA

0 form a subgraph called

local subgraph, GAB
Local.

• The subset of nodes of GAB that can take place for a

given orientation ΘA
0 , i.e. those satisfying the applica-

bility condition, form a subgraph called applicability

subgraph, GAB
Θ0

.

• The subset of nodes that belong to GAB
Local ∩ GAB

Θ0

form a subgraph called the local applicability sub-

graph, GAB
L,Θ0

.

Due to the spatial and temporal coherence, i.e. due to

the fact that the C-space changes very slightly around qA0
for a motion of A between two consecutive instants of

time, only the nodes of GAB
L,Θ0

are to be considered for

hatpic rendering purposes. When the orientation of A
changes, GAB

Θ0
may change (and thus GAB

L,Θ0
) since some

basic contacts may no longer be possible (i.e. their ap-

plicability condition may no longer hold) and others may

become possible. Moreover, if the position of A changes,

GAB
L,Θ0

may change since the nearest basic contact(s) rep-
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Figure 4: Distances from xA
0 to the supporting planes of the

C-faces. All distances are negative and therefore a collision

exists, contact 2 is taking place since d2 > d1 and d2 > d3.
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Figure 5: Distances from xA
0 to the supporting planes of

the C-faces. Not all distances are negative and therefore

a collision does not exist, contact 2 is the nearest contact

since d2 > d1 and d2 > d3.

resented by GAB
Local may change. The update of GAB

L,Θ0
is

tackled in Section 4.

3.3 Neighborhood

The neighboring relationship of the nodes of the graph

GAB that captures the topology of a C-obstacle is obtained

as follows. Let F , E and V represent, respectively, a face,

an edge and a vertex of a polyhedron, and let the following

neighborhood operators be defined as:

• Nv(F ): gives the vertices of face F .

• Ne(F ): gives the edges of face F .

• Nf (F ): gives the faces that contain an edge of

Ne(F ), excluding F .

• Nf (V ): gives the faces that contain vertex V .

• Ne(V ): gives the edges that contain vertex V .

• Nv(V ): gives the vertices of the edges of Ne(V ), ex-

cluding V .

• Ne(E): gives the edges that share a vertex with E.

Then, the procedure to compute the arcs of GAB has the

following steps:

1. Connect each type-A basic contact (FA, VB)
with type-A basic contacts (Nf (FA), VB) and

(FA, Nv(VB)), with type-B basic contacts

(Nv(FA), Nf (VB)), and with type-C basic con-
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Figure 6: After a translation from xA
0 to xA

new,

the local subgraph GAB
Local is composed of the

nodes corresponding to C-faces #2 and #3 since

for those contacts |DNear − d2| < (δT + δR) and

|DNear − d3| < (δT + δR).

tacts (Ne(FA), Ne(VB)).

2. Connect each type-B basic contact (VA, FB)
with type-B basic contacts (Nv(VA), FB) and

(VA, Nf (FB)), and with type-C basic contacts

(Ne(VA), Ne(FB)).

3. Connect each type-C basic contact (EA, EB)
with type-C basic contacts (EA, Ne(EB)) and

(Ne(EA), EB).

As an example Figure 3 shows some of the G-neighbors

of a type-A basic contact.

3.4 Determination of distances

The distance from the current position xA
0 to the sup-

porting plane fi(x
A,ΘA

0 ) = 0 of the C-face of contact i

for the orientation ΘA
0 is computed as di = fi(x

A
0 ,ΘA

0 ).
If all the distances are negative then xA

0 is inside COB and

a collision between A and B is taking place in physical

space.

Since the C-obstacles are convex and the distance is

measured from xA
0 to the planes containing the C-faces,

then it results that the C-face that is nearest to xA
0 is the

one that has the greater value of the distance di, as illus-

trated in Figures 4 and 5. If a collision exist, the actual

contact that is taking place is the one that has the greater

distance.

4 Contact Tracking / Collision detection

4.1 Procedure

Let DNear be the distance from the current position xA
0

to the nearest C-face, and let qAnew = (xA
new,ΘA

new) be the

new configuration of the manipulated object fixed by the

user as he manipulates the probe of the haptic device.

#2 : C-face {f, v2}

#1 :C-face {f, v1}

C-spaceWorkspace
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Figure 7: Although d1 > d2, DNear is set to d2 because

contact #1 satisfies the applicability condition only because

some tolerance is permitted. Since |DNear − d1| < ǫ both

contacts belong to GAB
Near, i.e. it is considered a contact

situation involving the two basic contacts.

Each time there is a change in the position and/or ori-

entation of A, i.e. qAnew 6= qA0 , the following steps are

executed for each COB in order to recompute the corre-

sponding subgraph GAB
Near, and verify if a collision exists:

1. Compute the distances di from the new position xA
new

to all the nodes of GAB
Neigh, as explained in subsec-

tion 3.4.

2. Set GAB
Local with all the nodes of GAB

Neigh satisfying that:

|DNear − di| < (δT + δR) (1)

where δT = |xA
new − xA

0 | and δR is a fixed small

value. This step is performed to prune all the nodes

of GAB
Neigh whose C-faces are, due to the spatial and

temporal coherence assumed, too far from xA
0 to be-

come the new nearest C-face (Figure 6). The values

δT and δR are fixed to consider the translations and

the rotations, respectively.

3. Set GAB
L,Θ0

with all the nodes of GAB
Local that satisfy

the applicability condition (some tolerance is allowed,

i.e. those nearly satisfying the condition are also ac-

cepted).

4. Order the nodes of GAB
L,Θ0

in descending values of di.

Set DNear with the maximum di such that the corre-

sponding basic contact satisfies the applicability con-

dition with null tolerance (Figure 7).

5. Set GAB
Near with the node corresponding to DNear and

all the nodes that satisfy:

|DNear − dj | < ǫ (2)

ǫ is a fixed small value that allows some tolerance in

the handling of face-face and edge-face contact situa-

tions (Figure 7).

6. A collision is taking place if Dnear ≤ 0.

As an example Figure 10 shows four snapshots of a mo-

tion of the manipulated object both in physical space and



Figure 8: Interaction between a convex object and a con-

cave one. Left: C-space, Right: physical workspace.

 

Figure 9: Haptic interaction with the virtual assembly task

using the 6 d.o.f. Phantom haptic device.

C-space, and a table with the nodes of the corresponding

graphs. It can be seen how the nearest C-face and the lo-

cal graph GAB
L,Θ0

change. The graph GAB of this simple

assembly task is composed of 128 nodes (A is composed

of 4 faces, 4 vertices and 6 edges and B is composed of 6

faces, 8 vertices and 12 edges).

4.2 Implementation Issues

The developed procedures have been implemented in

C++ on a PC computer at 1.4 GHz. Contact tracking is

implemented on a separate execution thread. The track-

ing of contact situations involving up to four basic contacts

can be achieved in less than 0.5 ms. The algorithm that

implements the visualization loop runs on an independent

execution thread and at a lower rate. The interface has been

developed using Qt and OpenInventor. Several simple as-

sembly tasks have been considered. Figure 8 shows a peg-

into-hole assembly task (the hole has been previously de-

composed into five convex polyhedra). A 6 d.o.f. Phantom

haptic device has been used for the experiments (Figure 9).

5 Haptic rendering

If a contact occurs, i.e. when DNear ≤ 0, then the re-

action force and torque has to be computed and fed back to

the haptic device. If GAB
Near is composed of only one node,

a single basic contact is taking place. Then, the reaction

force is in the direction of the normal to the correspond-

ing C-face, and the torque is computed from the knowl-

edge of the contact point. If GAB
Near is composed of more

than one node, a face-face or an edge-face are occurring.

In these cases all the C-faces are coplanar and hence the

reaction force is in the direction normal to them, and the

reaction torque must be computed taking into account the

basic contacts involved [10].

6 Conclusions

When virtual assembly tasks are executed using a hap-

tic device, the haptic rendering procedures must properly

compute the reaction forces and torques arising at a face-

face or at an edge-face contact, since compliant motions

maintaining those contacts are usually performed. In or-

der to obtain a smooth haptic rendering in these situations,

the information of the current type of contact taking place

is necessary. Taking into account this need, this paper has

introduced an approach based on the C-space. To avoid

the computationally complexity of the C-space construc-

tion, a procedure to compute it locally has been proposed

based on the tracking of the current contacts taking place

or of the nearest potential contacts (if no contact is taking

place). The topology of a C-obstacle is represented as a

graph. Taking into account spatial and temporal coherence,

the neighborhood of the nearest contact is maintained as a

subgraph, that is updated each time a motion is performed.

This allows an efficient contact tracking necessary for the

haptic rendering.
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